
Private property...  
recognized and guaranteed 
by law. 

The state accords protection 
to the private initiative  
in the interest of general  
interest.

The means of production, 
the banks, insurance  
companies... which are  
private property of the  
natural or legal persons, 
may become property of the 
state. 

Private property and  
private initiative in economy 
are guaranteed.

Private property may be  
limited or expropriated  
...in accordance with the 
law. 

Individual branches of  
national economy or  
single enterprises may  
be nationalized.  

Law 119, 1948: 8 894 industrial, mining, transport, 
banking, insurance companies and 383 cinemas 
and medical sanitary facilities nationalized as 
well as 400 000 buildings.

The monetary reform, 1947 (“Monetary blow 
against the enemy” - the Romanian burgeoise).

Collectivization of agriculture, 1949. 

The initial collectivization drive was accompanied 
by an intensification of the class struggle in the  
villages, through the elimination of wealthy  
peasants (chiaburi).

1950 - industrial workers: 19% of employed population.

Late 1940s - agriculutre work: 75 % of the population.

Agriculture work 1950: 10.500 million; 
1961: 9.200 million; 1971: 7.850 million.

Privatelly owned craftshop could employ up to 4 
people per owner. The land partially nationalized 
and redistributed, and partially collectivized. Farm 
households up to 10 hectares of land. Collective 
farming was largely abolished in the 1950s.

3 nationalizations: 1946, 1958 , 1968 

Common denominators for classes:

dependence on basis of power, of societal function and of  
economic position.

Classes in Yugoslavia:

1) peasants - producers based on private property

2) fully employed manual workers

3) partly and precarioussly employed workers outside the official system

4) the dominant class - the politocracy -- technocracy

5) the “middle” class: white collar workers, engineers and technicians, 
the intelligentsia (--ally of politocracy?) could be further divided into: 
the classical humanist intelligentsia, social scientists and teachers; en-
gineers in production; white collar workers. 220.000 university degrees 
between 1945 - 1965.

6) 1970 - 1980: potential burgeoise of the comprador variety

(Darko Suvin)
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PROLETARI DIN 
TOATE ŢĂRILE, 
UNIŢI-VĂ!

PROLETERI 
SVIH ZEMALJA,  
UJEDINITE SE!
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